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NEW QUESTION: 1
HOTSPOT
Your company has a single office located in the United States.
The phone numbers in the United States have a country code of 1
followed by 10 digits.
You have a Skype for Business Server 2015 infrastructure
configured for Enterprise Voice. All normalization rules ensure
that dialed numbers conform to E.164 standards.

You need to create a called number translation rule that meets
the following requirements:
Eleven-digit numbers that start with 1 must have the 1 removed
before they are routed to the public
switched telephone network (PSTN).
All other phone numbers must not be modified by the rule.
Which pattern match and translation rule should you use? To
answer, select the appropriate pattern match and translation
rule in the answer area.
Hot Area:
Answer:
Explanation:

NEW QUESTION: 2
A. Option
B. Option
C. Option
D. Option
Answer: B

C
A
D
B

NEW QUESTION: 3
A check of the archive reports shows that only half of the
mailboxes are being archived successfully during the scheduled
archiving run.
How should the administrator ensure that all of the mailboxes
are being archived?
A. increase the number of concurrent connections in the
archiving task properties from five to ten
B. increase the number of items per pass from 1000 to 2000
C. create a new system mailbox and assign it to the archiving
task
D. increase the archiving schedule window for the mailbox
archiving task
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 4
A project manager realizes that there is an inconsistency in
the project requirements. The team is unable to continue
without clarification.
What should the project manager do?
A. Meet with the stakeholders to ensure that all requirements
are understood.

B. Work with the team to update the requirements, and submit a
change request,
C. Use the scope statement to provide more detailed
requirements.
D. Use historical lessons learned reports to provide more
detailed requirements.
Answer: B
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